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Sustainable textiles are our passion & heritage
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FURNISHING



[ WHO WE ARE ]

Woven textiles are our passion & heritage since 1880. We have been producing exquisitely handcrafted
woven & knitted soft accessories and homeware for multi-brand and retailers around the world.

We are Europe's leading manufacturer, wholesaler and proudly a key manufacturer for prestigious brands in
the retail, travel and hospitality industries.

V.FRAAS has fully owned operations in Germany & China. Our factories are ISO certified and environmentally
friendly with the key mission of sustainability. We are proud to offer Made in Germany goods with beautiful
craftsmanship and locally sourced yarns.

Our product offers Öeko-Tex Standard 100 certification, GRS, Woolmark, SFA and many more in the
pipeline. Our capabilities are in woven accessories, woven blankets, prints and various knitted products.

Since 2018, at V.FRAAS we've developed key new qualities and construction focusing on our sustainability
mission.  We are proud to promote our exclusive Cashmink now offers CO2 neutral guarantee in
collaboration with Climate Partner. 

We are also proud to endorse our new recycled Cashmink qualities which come with GRS certification.
These yarns create a perfect product which helps us to bring sustainable pieces to consumers whilst
maintaining the super soft hand feel.  

At V.FRAAS we offer a vast number of weaving techniques from Dobby & Jacquard on numerous yarns. We
also offer competitive MOQs with fully scale-bale solutions for your business. We offer fast production
turnaround, landed deliveries in the UK, along with distribution, storage and fulfilment services coming very
soon.

Our mission is implemented into every product we produce. From our beautifully sourced yarns to our
craftsmanship, we guarantee to be a reliable and high-quality manufacturer as your new partner.

V.FRAAS
Quality, Craftsmanship & Service.



[ TRADITION & QUALITY 
MADE IN GERMANY ]



[ SUSTAINABILITY ]



[ V.FRAAS PRODUCTS ]
SOFT ACCESSORIES

Our woven, knitted and printed soft accessories. 
Perfect for any category and we can create in 
various product specification. 



[ V.FRAAS PRODUCTS ]
HOME FURNISHING

Our woven and knitted soft home furnishing
accessories.

Perfect for any setting from house, hotels, spa and
promotional gifting. We can create your bespoke
design in various product specification.

We offer multiple qualities along with numerous
option for trims and packaging to fulfil your brands
direction. 



[ WHITE LABEL]
OWN LABEL & DESIGN

We offer a white-label service and bespoke designs for brands, retailers and
the hospitality industry.

At V. Fraas, we have vast design archives and expertise who can produce your
design concept. We primarily serve Men's, Women's and home furnishing
categories.  Our capabilities are endless with new developments mainly
focusing on our sustainability mission. 

Product: Scarves, capes, poncho, hats, gloves, mittens, wraps, snoods, pareo,
blankets, throws & cushions.  

At V. Fraas we offer a vast number of weaving techniques from dobby &
jacquard on various yarns from acrylic, cotton, wool, cashmere and many
more. We also offer competitive MOQs with fully scale-bale solutions for your
business.  Along with fast production turnaround, landed deliveries in the UK,
along with distribution, storage and fulfillment services coming very soon.

We are currently proud to offer Made In Germany goods which are produced
with locally sourced yarns and premium craftsmanship. We offer competitive
production lead times along with favourable delivery terms.

Our sustainability mission is the most important value for V. Fraas and we
have since created our new recycled Cashmink qualities. These all come with
GRS certification and our factories are SCOPE certified. We believed these
products create a perfect piece to bring sustainable items to consumers
whilst maintaining the super soft hand feel. 

If you are interested in developing products for your label, please do contact
us, we would love to collaborate and help create your concepts.



[ PRODUCTION LOCATIONS ]

Our Germany factory is based in northern
braveria, Wustenselbitz, Germany.

The headquarter of V.Fraas, operating since 1880.
Our German production unit offers the following

facilities: Weaving, Warp Knitting, Finishing,
Processing & Logistics

Our China factory is based in Zhangjigang, China.
It is just over an hour outside of Shanghai.

We have been operating in China since early
2000 and our facilities and layout replicate our

German factory. From quality, workmanship and
machinery. 

Our China production unit offers the following
facilities: Weaving, Warp Knitting, Printing,

Finishing, Processing & Logistics



Farrah Borio-Shaikh
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